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the time patrollers meet at the
tournament, and whis says he won't be
fighting anymore. the time patrollers watch
as goku fights universe 5's majin buu. buu
knocks goku down and begins choking him,
and whis warns buu not to kill goku, which
buu does. after a few ki blasts, buu
disappears, and gohan manages to defeat
buu. whis says he's probably hiding
somewhere, and explains that gohan needs
to become a super saiyan god. whis,
however, tells gohan that he's not strong
enough for that yet. a mysterious person
named fortuneteller baba approaches
gohan, and says he has a message from
the future, and tells gohan that he must
travel all over the universe and fight all
those who cheat. he also says that he will
give them a little bit more time, and then
the super saiyan god that lives in gohan
will destroy them all. the people inside
fortuneteller babas mind starts becoming
blank, where he says that they can perform
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a special attack by sacrificing a friend.
beerus slumps over the table in his room
and begins to cry. he says that he
understands what it feels like to have seen
people he loved harmed in the past. goku
has good intentions, but beerus says that
goku will be unable to change what he's
done. when beerus begins to lose his grip
on reality again, vegeta, gohan, trunks and
krillin try to break free by unplugging
beerus' fountain in order to flood his room
with water. this does not work, as beerus'
defenses continue to hold. vegeta then
takes a kamehameha, hoping to use his ki
to slow beerus' power. however, beerus
breaks free from vegeta, and his ki begins
to overpower vegeta's. vegeta then uses a
movable power fist to attempt to counter
beerus' ki, but this fails. it seems like
beerus will absorb vegeta, but then sages
intervene and vegeta allows himself to be
absorbed by beerus. with the help of sages'
ki, beerus slowly drains vegeta of his life-
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force. meanwhile, beerus finds a new ally
in the form of leohas.
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